RULES

Object
Pass SpongeBob quickly... don’t be stuck holding him when he burps!

Set Up
- Players sit in a circle.
- Place the pile of Tokens, as well as SpongeBob and the Die, in the center of the circle.

Play
- The youngest player goes first. Hold SpongeBob in one hand, and the Die in the other. Press SpongeBob’s tie/chin area, and when the tropical tune starts playing, roll the Die!
  - The Die will tell you where to pass SpongeBob:
    - If the Die lands on “Left,” quickly pass SpongeBob and the Die to the player on your left.
    - If the Die lands on “Right,” quickly pass SpongeBob and the Die to the player on your right.
    - If the Die lands on a jellyfish, hurry up and roll again!
- Remember to roll and pass fast... at some point SpongeBob is going to “pass gas” by burping, and you don’t want to be holding him when he does!
- Whoever is holding SpongeBob when he suddenly makes a burping noise, must take a Token from the pile. That player then presses the chin to start the music again, and starts another round of play.
- Keep playing until a player gets three Tokens.

Winning
The game ends when a player gets three Tokens. The player with the fewest Tokens wins (yes, there may be multiple winners)! Now play again!

BATTERY SAFETY INFORMATION
In exceptional circumstances, batteries may leak fluids that can cause a chemical burn injury or ruin your product. To avoid battery leakage:
- Adult supervision is recommended when changing batteries.
- Non-rechargeable batteries are not to be recharged
- Rechargeable batteries are to be removed from the toy before being charged.
- Rechargeable batteries are only to be charged under adult supervision.
- Do not mix alkaline, standard (carbon-zinc), or rechargeable batteries.
- Do not mix old and new batteries.
- Only batteries of the same or equivalent type as recommended are to be used.
- Batteries are to be inserted with the correct polarity.
- Exhausted batteries are to be removed from the toy.
- The supply terminals are not to be short-circuited.
- Dispose of batteries safely.
- Batteries may explode or leak if disposed of in a fire.
- Remove batteries from a product if it will not be used for a month or longer.
- Follow applicable laws and local regulations for the disposal and transportation of batteries.
Push **SpongeBob SquarePants** belly or chin to hear a fun tropical tune, then roll the die to see which way to pass him... but hurry before he burps! If you’re holding **SpongeBob** when he lets one loose, you must take a token. The player with the fewest tokens wins!